Walkthrough

Cars booking

Cars booking flow:
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SEARCH BOX OPTIONS

Search box input elements are controlled from Personalization screens.
Advance options down arrow include pre-filtering of category, drive age etc.
It is important to pass both correct Residency to avoid problems or inapplicable rates being
shown.
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CARS PERSONALIZATION
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SEARCH RESULTS

Search results page will give you a working Dashboard, where you can sort, filter, compare,
check availability and cancellation policies. Many of default settings, display preferences
and other parameters can be preconfigured in Personalization section (see screenshot
above).
Hovering over the results summary title will show you breakdown of returned suppliers,
amount of cars they’ve returned.
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SUPPLIERS LIST RESULTS
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MAKING NEW SEARCH

You can sort results by any of the below parameters.
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SORT RESULTS

FILTER OPTIONS

The filters are available in the Upper section as well as a side bar on the left side. The reason
for upper filters being present is the fact that vertical toolbar (filters) can be hidden using
personalization settings.
The platform allows you to filter by basically any possible parameters returned from search
results. Ones one or more of the filters were marked it is shown automatically on vertical
toolbar.
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FILTERING RESULTS
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SHOWING SELECTED CARS ONLY

By checking the “V” icon you can “select” cars and easily review them by clicking on "V" icon
in the upper menu, then selecting “Show only selected cars”. The number next to the icon
shows how many cars you have selected. To clear the selection use either “Clear filters”
button found in the upper section of each filter toolbar or “Clear selected cars”.

Pressing the "i" in the cars will open an additional information on the car such as package
details, rental terms, extras & station detail.
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CARS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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CHECK OUT

After clicking the car price button, you will get to Booking page (checkout). You can notice in the
right side the reservation pricing summary, that can include details about Taxes, Commissions,
Averages, Refundability etc.

Customer details - Only First and last name are mandatory however filling other
information can be useful for proper reservation management and record tracking. If the
email is not present - the consumer won’t receive an email notification/voucher.
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CHECK OUT – CUSTOMER DETAIL

When opening the "Payment details" tab, Choosing the credit card, they can change
dynamically from one car rental company to another. If the credit card will be billed in
currency different to search currency used, appropriate warning is displayed.
After inputting credit card number, a tool tip can be viewed by hovering over Visa/MC logo
- that will show if additional Credit card fees may apply to payment.
All fields in this screen are mandatory.
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CHECK OUT - PAYMENT

Car details - This section allows you to verify once more the car rental details, prior to
booking.
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CHECK OUT - PAYMENT

Press on "cancellation policy" hyperlink in order to verify that you aware & it's accepted .
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CHECK OUT – CANCELLATION POLICY

Cars order management:
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ORDER MANAGEMENT SCREEN

Order management section is intended for reservation management and reporting. Based
on user permissions settings, users can view own or other users orders here. In order to
filter out only flights orders choose in "Any segment type" field, the value of "Cars".
To see the rest of order management flow, go to "Order Management" PDF tutorial.

